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Day 1 - Wednesday, June 15th - Paris/Rennes

13

Welcome Coffee and meeting 
Centre National de la danse Pantin - Suburbs of Paris

10:00 am 

02:40 pm Travel from Paris, Montparnasse station to Rennes by train 

06:00 pm Welcome reception 
CCNRB - Rennes 

08:00 pm - 09:15 pm 
Jedeya, Sofian Jouini 
Mascarades, Betty Tchomanga 

Performances: 

(for more informations: p.)

Round-table discussion10:30 am 

Director's speech 

Partner's presentations 

11:00 am 

11:15 am 

Lunch12:15 am 

Lutte.s, Thierry Micouin  
Recovering, Linda Hayford
NSDOS
Pac Pac
Tsef Zon(e), Pauline Sonnic & Nolwenn Ferry 

Works in progress

Performance 
Karaodance, Collectif Es  

You can check the interactive Festival's map: 

Day 2 - Thursday, June 16th - Rennes

Welcome Coffee 
Le Garage - Rennes 

09:00 am 

09:30 am Workshop
with Sofian Jouini

10:00 am Presentation of participants & organization partners

02:00 pm 

07:30 pm Cocktail, DJ & dinner 
CCNRB - Rennes 

09:00 pm 

https://www.google.com/maps/place/Centre+national+de+la+danse+-+CND/@48.8955761,2.3996875,17z/data=!3m1!4b1!4m5!3m4!1s0x47e66c4d2eb2015f:0xb325a3c1ae8453ef!8m2!3d48.8955138!4d2.401858?hl=fr
https://ccnrb.org/
https://www.danseatouslesetages.org/carte/?_map=45.69083283645816%2C-5.141671043587704%2C50.42251884281918%2C1.8016883314123169%2C7
https://ccnrb.org/espace/le-garage/?lang=fr
https://ccnrb.org/espace/le-garage/?lang=fr
https://ccnrb.org/
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Day 3 - Friday, June 17th - Bignan/Baud 

Travel to Domaine de Kerguéhennec - Bignan
Guided tour of the castle and gardens  

Morning ?? 

02:00 pm Workshop & experience sharing about the challenges of cooperation,
itinerant events and self-taught artists

05:00 pm Transfert to Baud

06:00 pm 
Ressources, Bruce Chiéfare 
Pode Ser, Leïla Ka 
CANTATES/1, Louis Barreau 

Performances

09:00 pm Travel to Brest  

Day 3 - Saturday, June 18th - Brest

Welcome Coffee 
Les ateliers des Capucins - Brest 

10:00 am 

11:00 am 
All day long

Carte blanche FAIRE Collective Immersion

Collective Warm up

Passacaille, Iffra Dia & Fabien Boudot 
Concert Nosfell
Recovering, Linda 
Inner, Johanna Faye
Solo Jerson 
Battle exhibition 
Performance krump 
Trio Stéreo 48 

Performances with:  
Workshops with artists

Solo musique, Pac Pac 
Sweet, Duo Pac Pac
Wild cat, Saïdo Lehlouh
Solo Thieu 
Solo Marina 
Solo NSDOS 
Jam

Music live shows
Closing cocktail & dinner

Day 5 - Sunday, June 19th - Brest/Paris

Travel from Brest Station to Paris, Montparnasse station11:19 am 

15:05 pm Estimated arrival Paris Montparnasse station 

Let yourself be carried away and surprised by the movement of in-situ choreographic
proposals imagined especially for this place of culture and life in Brest by the FAIR-E /
CCN de Rennes et de Bretagne collective and their accomplices. For this new
immersion, Bouside Ait Atmane, Iffra Dia, Johanna Faye, Linda Hayford and Saïdo
Lehlouh invite the spectators to discover their universe coming from hip hop and all its
influences, giving the reflection of a new generation of choreographers and dancers.

11:00 am  
11:30 am  

https://www.ateliersdescapucins.fr/en
https://www.ateliersdescapucins.fr/en


P E R F O R M A N C E S

Jedeya - Sofiane Jouini 

08:00 pm, 60' - CCNRB, Rennes

Jedeya means grandmother in Tunisian. For his new creation, Sofian
Jouini proceeds to an excavation, an archaeology of memory where
the testimonies of our elders summon the memory of the body, the
daily gestures.

Filling his caravan with stories, the choreographer takes us on a
journey through time. These life stories set in motion invite us to
reflect on our cultural heritage across generations and genres.

Mascarades - Betty Tchomanga, Lola Gatt  

10:00 pm, 45' - Jardin de l'église Saint-Mélaine, Rennes 

Mami Wata is a water goddess, a figure of the underworld
of the night, of power and sexuality. Stranded mermaid, she faces the
people who came to see her. She jumps. The jump that crosses her is
a vertical, regular jump. To dance in Latin is called saltare, from
saltus, the jump.

To create a dance of jumps as the afterglow of an ancient gesture -
perhaps universal? - a movement from the depths of the human
being. Jumping as the metaphor of a desire, of a search for pleasure.
A desire for pleasure. A desire for the other, for the other, for what
one does not possess or for what one is not.

Karaodance - Collectif Ès 

09:00 pm, 120' - CCNRB 

A hybrid show, the Karaodance is composed of performances by the
Collectif ÈS and amateur dancers who will follow one another, like
karaoke singers, in a collective movement of joy, sharing and
madness.

The Karaodance is a moment where each one puts himself on stage
without complex: free to be someone else, free to push the voice,
free to create a new version of his repertoire.
The Karaodance, it is playlists to dance to deliver the energy of the
moment! A sound equipment, a screen, original clips to plunge into a
staging of oneself the time of a song.
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Ressources - Bruce Chiéfare, Cie Flowcus 

06:00 pm, 20' - Ecole de musique et de danse, parc extérieur, Baud  

The artistic approach of Bruce Chiéfare revolves around urban dance
and nature. After being inspired by the art of bonsai or walking palms
to create indoor shows, Bruce Chiéfare chooses with Ressources to
inscribe dance in a tree-like geography. Surrounded by dancers Nao
Tozawa and Mabrouk Gouicem, he is inspired by the surrounding
nature, and more specifically by trees, to create a visceral and organic
trio, all in slowness, which opens us to the details and nuances of
movement.

Pode Ser - Leïla Ka 

06:00 pm & 09:00 pm, 17' - Ecole de musique et de danse, Auditorium, Baud  

Pode Ser illustrates the difficulty of being oneself; it is a question of
limits, aspirations but also of disarray. Perhaps the disarray of being in
the world and of being only oneself. Leïla Ka engages alone in a raw
dialogue, through different choreographic languages, in search of the
multiple identities that constitute the person.

She entered dance through the doors of hip-hop, and performed with
Maguy Marin for May B. In Pode Ser, she confronts the relationship to
herself, to others, to society, and embarks on a kind of never-ending
struggle. A fight that opposes her as much to herself as to her
assignments.

CANTATES/1 - Louis Barreau, Cie danse louis barreau 

08:00 pm, 30' - Ecole de musique et de danse, Extérieur, Baud 

The first part of a choreographic series on the cantatas of J.S. Bach,
this solo is composed on the first cantata in the liturgical order, BWV
61, Nun komm, der Heiden Heiland I.

In this danced cantata, the performer opens a structural, spatial and
musical dialogue with Bach's work. The dancing body becomes a
sensitive material, a medium that envelops and develops the lines,
points, colors and intensities of the music.
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Recovering - Linda Hayford  

02:00 pm - Le Garage - Rennes  

We remember what it did to us... How it left us. The body and the
mind keep its brutality in memory, like a library. One can recognise
the sensation of loss... of oneself gradually or suddenly... What is
left... afterwards? Becoming aware of the present is at once the
starting point, the crossing and the observation. Entering a healing
process requires a step back... in order to jump forward. But this time
we dive in voluntarily.

A shared introspection into the process of healing through self-
transcendence. Three performers become the vectors of these states
and surpass themselves in a random way. Conceived as a
continuously renewed creation, Recovering proposes to experience
immersive protocols over several weeks. Each new performer
becomes the bearer of the intention and the scheme of the piece. 

©Timothee Lejolivet

Tsef Zon(e) - Pauline Sonnic & Nolwenn Ferry (Cie C'hoari)

02:00 pm, 25' - Le Garage - Rennes

From rounds to spirals, in twos or in hundreds, the frenetic repetition
of steps leads the individualities to become one. Playing with space
and dialogue, the two dancers attempt to reinvest the codes of these
traditional popular festivals, which call for letting go for an evening.
Swirling and snaking, a playground is offered to them. Hooked
earrings, sharing in simplicity and the pleasure of being together
break down the sometimes repressive barriers of society. Faces
change. The music leads the dance. The intense rhythm creates
dialogue and makes the polished shoes and the sandals with holes in
them pound on the floor. The body states unite and create a
symbiosis that gives the impression of a suspended moment. 

©Christian Lauté 

NSDOS 

02:00 pm - Le Garage - Rennes 

After studying dance, Kirikoo Des aka NSDOS, felt the need to create
his own sound in order to explore movement. This is how he started
imagining a whole new sonic order, an alternative approach to music;
through abstraction. NSDOS can’t restrain himself to existing
technological tools and softwares, he prefers creating his own
mediums : futurist instruments made of old audio converters
Gameboy emulators, pieces of metal dismantled and weld together
giving form to surreal machines. Surrounded by his hybrid tools,
NSDOS unravels the rectilinear anatomy of techno music. Textures
are exploded, sounds mutilated, and brought back to their essence. 

©Timothee Lejolivet 
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PARTNERS

The Institut français is the public institution in charge of the French
cultural policy abroad. Its initiatives cover all artistic fields,
intellectual exchanges, cultural and social innovation, and linguistic
cooperation. The Institut français promotes the French language
throughout the world, as well as the mobility of artworks, artists and
ideas, thus contributing to foster cultural understanding.

The Institut Français 

The Institut français, under the aegis of the French Ministry for Europe and Foreign Affairs and the Ministry of
Culture, actively contributes to France's soft power diplomacy. Its projects and programs take local contexts into
account and can be successfully implemented thanks to the vast network of the French Embassies' cultural
services, as well as the many Instituts français and Alliances Françaises around the world. 

For more information: https://www.institutfrancais.com/en

Coming from hip hop and all its influences, the FAIRE collective is the
reflection of a new generation of choreographers. The dance that
animates them, in the same way as raw art, is born from self-taughtness
and has a universal dimension that nourishes their values. Since January
2019, he has been directing the CCNRB (Centre chorégraphique national
de Rennes et de Bretagne), which has existed since 1978. 

For more informations: https://ccnrb.org

Collectif FAIRE
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Since its creation in 1997, Danse à tous les étages has been carrying
out a project for the development of dance, based on the human
being. At the heart of their missions is the support to choreographic
artists, which translates into an itinerant program, notably during the
Nomadanse festival, nomadic residencies and co-productions of
shows. They also manage two networks that promote the sharing of
resources: the interregional network Tremplin, which focuses on
emerging choreographers, and Résodanse au bout du monde, which
promotes the presence of dance in the Finistère region. 

Danse à tous les étages  

In close collaboration with their local partners, they are working on the territorial networking of the
choreographic sector. Their objective: Going where they are not expected, where dance is not or hardly present,
proposing dance experiences to people who have never approached this art, making the dynamics of the urban
centers of Rennes and Brest interact with two associated territories.

For more informations: https://www.danseatouslesetages.org 

The Focus Dance Tour through Brittany is organized in partnership with Danse à tous les étages, Collectif FAIRE, the 
 public establishment Spectacle Vivant en Bretagne (SVB), the Brittany region and the Ministry of Culture in France.

https://www.institutfrancais.com/en


Région Bretagne

Bathed by the English Channel to the north, the Celtic Sea to the west
and the Atlantic Ocean to the south, Brittany is part of the French Grand
Ouest, and borders the regions of Normandy and Pays de la Loire. 

As part of its local cultural policy, the regional council wants to
encourage the presence of quality artistic projects in all disciplines
(theater, music, dance...) and throughout the territory, with audiences
familiar or unfamiliar with the usual cultural venues. To create the
conditions for this encounter, the region supports professional artistic
teams that are anchored in the territory, such as Dans à tous les étages,
and projects that explore new modalities of encounter: artist
residencies, experimental approaches, participatory projects...

For more informations: https://www.bretagne.bzh 
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Spectacle Vivant en Bretagne 

Spectacle vivant en Bretagne is a public establishment of cultural
cooperation (EPCC), founded by the Region of Brittany and the State -
Ministry of Culture and Communication - Drac Bretagne in 2008.

Since January 2013, its core mission is to support the development of
distribution, primarily in France and abroad, of professional artistic
teams based in Brittany.
Its fields of intervention: music, dance, theater, puppetry, circus, their
various and crossed forms, for the stage, the track, the street and the
public space.

For more informations: https://www.spectacle-vivant-bretagne.fr

Harbre is the second part of a trilogy, named Trilokia. Sitting around a half-
living, half-dead tree trunk, composed of multiple pieces of wood bolted to
the bark by man, as a last attempt to make it stand and save it, the
audience will witness the actions of a man trying to recover the ancient
methods of lumbering, transforming the craft into a vertical physical act.

In a crime scene atmosphere, with metallic noises and raw white light,
Harbre questions this fragile balance between symbiosis and exploitation
of nature.

For more informations:  https://www.culture.gouv.fr

Ministère de la Culture
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